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 Jared Bishop, Implementing Mediation into NHL Salary Negotiations for 
Restricted Free Agents Prior to Salary Arbitration, 23 SPORTS LAW. J. 137 
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 Christian Dennie, The Benefits of Arbitration: Arbitration in NCAA  
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 Matthew J. Mitten, Book Review: The Code of the Court of Arbitration for 
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Decision Makes Pay-for-Play Ripe for Mediation, 17 CARDOZO J. CONFLICT 
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ANTITRUST 
 Joy Blanchard, Flag on the Play: A Review of Antitrust Challenges to the 
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ENT. L.J. 1 (2015). 
 Michael A. Carrier, How Not to Apply the Rule of Reason: The O'Bannon 
Case, 114 MICH. L. REV. FIRST IMPRESSIONS 73 (2015). 
 Marc Edelman, How Antitrust Law Could Reform College Football: Section 
1 of the Sherman Act and the Hope for Tangible Change, 68 RUTGERS L. REV. 
809 (2016). 
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 Noah J. Goodman, Note, The Evolution and Decline of Free Agency in  
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Tracey B. Carter, From Youth Sports to Collegiate Athletics to Professional 
Leagues: Is There Really “Informed Consent” by Athletes Regarding  
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Betsey J. Grey & Gary E. Merchant, Biomarkers, Concussions, and the 
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Lydia Townsend, Comment, The Youth Sports Concussion Act and Why 
Congress Needs to Get Its Head in the Game, 84 UMKC L. REV. 575 (2015). 
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 
Leoangelo Cristobal, Case Note, In re NCAA Student-Athlete Name and 
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Emmett Gill, The UNC Football Investigation and Student-Athlete Due 
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Exploring the Rhetorical Impact of the Language of Slavery, 2015 MICH. ST. L. 
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Meg Penrose, Sharing Stupid $h*t with Friends and Followers: The First 
Amendment Rights of College Athletes to Use Social Media, 17 SMU SCI. & 
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Hammad Rasul, The Washington Redskins’ Deflating Hope: The Lanham 
Act Survives the First Amendment Challenge, 26 MARQ. SPORTS L. REV. 159 
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Ryan M. Rodenberg, John T. Holden & Asa D. Brown, Real-Time Sports 
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Amendment Boundaries of Offensive Fan Speech in College Sports, 23 SPORTS 
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Alex Vlisides, Comment, Video Games and NCAA Athletes: Resolving a 
Modern Threat to the First Amendment, 45 U. BALT. L. REV. 1 (2015). 
CONTRACT LAW 
John Woods, Case Note, Oquendo v. CCC Terek: Simple Boxing Injunction 
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DRUG TESTING & DOPING 
Melissa Hewitt, Note, An Unbalanced Act: A Criticism of How the Court of 
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Dionne L. Koller, Sports, Doping, and the Regulatory “Tipping Point,” 26 
MARQ. SPORTS L. REV. 181 (2015). 
Andrew Zoeller, Comment, Singh v. PGA: A David v. Goliath Battle, 23 
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Marc Edelman, Navigating the Legal Risks of Daily Fantasy Sports: A  
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That Recent Title IX Policy Clarification from the United States Department of 
Education Does Not Adequately Protect Transgender Interscholastic Athletes, 
25 TUL. J.L. & SEXUALITY 145 (2016). 
Devon Vincent, Comment, Gender Diversity in the NFL: The Importance 
of Female Leadership in a Historically Made-Dominated Organization, 13 
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INSURANCE LAW 
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Michael E. Baughman & Eli Segal, Can the Right of Publicity Be Squared 
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Jennifer L. Commander, Comment, The Player, the Video Game, and the 
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Mitchell D. Diles, Note, Condemning Clothes: The Constitutionality of  
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Appeal Board in a Disctrict Court: The Washington Redskins and Its  
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Kate Manolakas, Images in Play, 39 L.A. LAW. 18 (2016). 
William T. Mason, Note, Blackhorse Down: Do NFL Teams Need  
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Jo-Annie Charbonneau, A Comparative Analysis of American and  
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SPORTS L. REV. 111 (2015). 
Anna Kaminsky, Note, A Major Smuggle Struggle: It’s Time for Major 
League Baseball to Step Up to the Plate and Alleviate Its Cuban Smuggling 
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Robert D. Macdonald & Ian M. Ramsay, Constitutional Voting Rules of 
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Arjyo Mitra, An Ethical Analysis of the 2014 FIFA World Cup in Brazil, 21 
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